Dear CIHS students,

This document gives you a broad outline of how we at CIHS want to provide advising to you in terms of your academic programs, your specific academic courses, and your life as a CIHS student. The following are guidelines we recommend to you, though we understand that some issues may not fit easily into these listed areas and, in fact, may extend across more than one of them:

**Academic Program Advising:**

- Dr. Farnaz Khoromi: Director, Psychology: famaz_khoromi@cihs.edu
- Dr. Greg Lane, Director, Integral Health: greg_lane@cihs.edu
- Dr. Nandini Katre: Director, Life Physics Concentration within the IH Degree: nandini_katre@cihs.edu
- Dr. Sean Esbjorn-Hargens: Director, Integral Noetic Sciences: sean_esbjorn-hargens@cihs.edu
- Dr. Dana Reece: Director, MA in Integral Health- Concentration in IAYT Yoga Therapy: dana_reece@cihs.edu or Dr. Greg Lane: greg_lane@cihs.edu

**Academic Course Advising:**

- See your instructor first
- If your concern cannot be addressed by your instructor, see the Program Director (listed above)
- If your concern cannot be addressed by the Program Director, see Ester Rogers, Dean of Outcomes Assessment and Educational Effectiveness, ester_rogers@cihs.edu; or Dr. Sean-Esbjorn-Hargens, Dean of Integral Education, sean_esbjorn-hargens@cihs.edu.

**General Academic Oversight:**

- Ester Rogers, Dean of Outcomes Assessment and Educational Effectiveness, ester_rogers@cihs.edu
General Administrative Concerns (including registering for courses & transcript management):

- Dr. Hideki Baba, Dean of Administration and Registrar: hideki_baba@cihs.edu

General Student Life Issues:

- Naira Yeghian, Dean for Student Success: naira_yeghian@cihs.edu